He's FBI, she's CIA. In real life they're both Cohens. He is wearing lipstick and a piece. She is also a mean piece. Together they will make you... wish you hadn't spent so much money on that TV.

If you don't know what I am talking about, see ABC's new show *Whiskey Cavalier*, premiering in a couple of weeks. It is setting records for most red flags on a TV show. You will ask how I know about it. Strictly serendipity, as usual. I went out for a burger and the Pro Bowl was on in the brewery. One of the commercials was for this show. I counted about five red flags in a 30-second preview, then found another dozen in ten minutes of research.

His character is Will *Chase*. You will say it is a play on “I will chase you, my lady” or some such nonsense, but I see it as a nod to their Chase cousins, including the ones at the bank. Confirmation of that comes from *Who do You Think You Are?*, which profiled lead actor/producer Scott Foley in 2011 and admitted during the show that Foley is a descendant of Samuel Wardwell, one of those faux-hanged at Salem. If we check his Wiki page, we find Wardwell and his wife owned a 188-acre estate. Well, what do you know, aces and eights! Didn't see that coming. Let's see, what other family was involved in Salem? Oh yeah, the Chase family. And who are the hosts at *Who do You Think You Are?* That would be a *Moore*, a *Morrison*, and a *King*. Same families.

A later ancestor Simon Wardwell was in George Washington's secret service (life guards). So Foley's family has been spooky from the beginning, though of course they don't read it that way.

Foley's dad is given as “international banker” but scrubbed at Geni, without even a first name. Wikipedia tells us it is Hugh. [We later find a middle name Henry]. He is well scrubbed on the internet, despite being a candidate for Senator from Missouri in 2000. The Foleys are very wealthy, which leads us to look for them in the peerage. No Hugh Foley there, how about Earl his father? No, but the Foleys are now barons, and have been for a couple of centuries. Were they previously earls? Not that I could find. But the 1st Baron Foley married a Granville, daughter of a Villiers. The 2nd Baron married a Stanhope, daughter of the Earl of Harrington. The 3rd Baron married a Fitzgerald, daughter of the 2nd Duke of Leinster. The 4th Baron married a Howard, daughter of the 13th Duke of Norfolk and Lady Leveson-Gower (of the Dukes of Sutherland). The 8th Baron married a Zoellner from Los Angeles, which ties us to California—where Hugh Foley was from before Missouri. The Baron's daughter lived in New York, so this is when they came to the US, if not before.

The Foleys were also baronets, raised in 1767. They came from Philip Foley, who married a Paget in about 1680. She was the daughter of the 5th Lord Paget and Lady Frances Rich—daughter of the Earl of Holland. Of course the Pagets were also Marquesses of Anglesey. Anyway, Philip Foley was a
Member of Parliament. His family got their money from major ironworks in the Midlands.

Scott Foley's mother is a Kellerman, also immediately scrubbed at Geni. But this probably links Scott to actress Sally Kellerman. Her mother was a Vaughn and her father was an “executive” at Shell Oil. Which probably means he was CEO or something. The Vaughns/Vaughans are also high up in the peerage, being closely related to the same families, including Hamiltons, Grahams, Leveson-Gowers, Erskines, Douglasses, Campbells, and Stuarts.

Foley's co-star Lauren Cohan is just as spooky. We are told her mother remarried a man named Cohan and converted to Judaism, making Lauren a convert at age 5. But notice this story allows them to hide 1) Lauren's real father. Who is he? What was her original last name? The bio doesn't say Mr. Cohan adopted her, and if he didn't her real name isn't Cohan. 2) Lauren's mother's maiden name. We don't know her maiden name or her first married name. Why all the secrets? Have you ever seen an unfinessed bio from a movie star? I haven't. They're all double-adopted, or think their mother is their sister or their sister is their mother or their dog is their cat.

Although from New Jersey, Lauren Cohan went to the University of Winchester (previously King Alfred's College). Why in the world would she go there? Hint: you are about to find out. It was a teacher training college until recently, not becoming an accredited university until 2005. Since then it has been showered with government money, expanding rapidly, but as far as I can tell, Cohan graduated before the expansion. She should have graduated in about 2004. Best guess is Winchester is a new spook university and Cohan was one of their prototypes. While Foley's name on the show is Will Chase, hers is Francesca Trowbridge—our final red flag. The Trowbridges in the peerage are related to the Caulfeilds, Viscounts Charlemont; the Seymours, Dukes of Somerset; the Dennam Barons; the Stewarts, Earls of Galloway; the Spencers, Dukes of Marlborough; and the Moores. The Trowbridges lived and live in. . . Winchester, England.

You may also want to notice how in the preview, the girl is the tough guy and the guy is a. . . girl. “Do you want to stick around and catch the bouquet?” Also notice how FBI is handed its balls by CIA. Not an accident since. . . who is writing this? FBI? Nope. CIA.

You can actually do this kind of deconstruction on any new TV show or film, or any old one. Try it.